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Abstract. Optimizing data acquisition in mobile health care in order to increase 
accuracy and efficiency can benefit the patient. The software company FERK-
Systems has been providing enterprise mobile health care information systems 
for various medical services in Germany for many years. Consequently, the 
need for a usable front-end for handwriting recognition, particularly for the use 
in ambulances was needed. While handwriting recognition has been a classical 
topic of computer science for many years, numerous problems still need to be 
solved. In this paper, we report on the study and resulting improvements 
achieved by the adaptation of an existing handwriting algorithm, based on expe-
riences made during medical rescue missions. By improving accuracy and error 
correction the performance of an available handwriting recognition algorithm 
was increased. However, the end user studies showed that the virtual keyboard 
is still the preferred method compared to handwriting, especially among partici-
pants with a computer usage of more than 30 hours a week. This is possibly due 
to the wide availability of the QUERTY/QUERTZ keyboard.  

Keywords: Handwriting recognition, Mobile computer, Human-computer  
interaction, Usability, Real-life, Health care. 

1   Introduction and Motivation for Research 

In cases of emergency, rapid patient information collection is very important. This 
information is most often collected by first aiders (first responders) and paramedics 
(e.g. Red Cross). Prompt and accurately recorded and well communicated vital patient 
data can make the difference between life and death [1], [2].  

The data acquisition should have as little disruptive effect on the workflow of the 
emergency responders (rescue staff) as possible. A possible solution for data input can 
be an mobile application on a lightweight handheld device [3], [4]. 
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Due to the fact that emergencies are usually within difficult physical situations, 
special attention to the design of information technology for emergencies has to be 
taken into consideration [5]. A key issue of any such information system is the acqui-
sition of textual information. However, extensive text entry on mobile devices is prin-
cipally to be avoided and a simple and easy to use interface, in accordance with the 
proverb: less is more, is a supreme necessity [6].  

The basic evidence that entering data onto a mobile device via a stylus is slower, 
more erroneous and less satisfactory for end users than entering data via a QWERTZ 
(de) or QUERTY (us) keyboard has been demonstrated in some studies [7], although, 
on the other hand the use of a stylus is much faster and more accurate than using fin-
ger touch [8]. A specific study for “Ambulance Run Reporting” shows good results 
for acquiring text with a virtual keyboard, while acquiring text by the application of 
handwriting recognition showed some serious usability problems [4]. Motivated by 
this previous work, we focus in this work on handwriting recognition and on how to 
improve its usability – in case of need, also by adaptation of existing handwriting 
algorithms. Consequently, in this paper we report on real-life experiences and on 
some improvements achieved by the adaptation of an existing handwriting engine. 

2   Theoretical Background and Related Work 

A big difficulty of handwriting recognition is that handwritten characters are variable 
on an individual basis and that these characters are usually separated into alphabets, 
numerals, and symbols, despite the different characters of the language itself. Al-
though handwriting recognition will benefit in future from improved adaptive and 
context-sensitive algorithms, improving the user experience of novice end users with 
the respective technology is possibly the most important factor in enhancing user 
acceptance [9]. This is even more important in medical or health care contexts, where 
the difficulty is in the environmental conditions, e.g. if the person is on the move or in 
a hurry [10]. Whereas the first problem might be solved by the training modus oppor-
tunities, in order to adapt the system to the individual handwriting style, the second 
problem is only solvable by an extremely robust and usable system. Especially in the 
health care domain, good end user acceptance and usability can only be obtained by 
providing simple operation (good user guidance), very short response times and low 
error rates [11].  

Basically, there are several methods for handwriting recognition; these belong bas-
ically to two distinct families of classification:  

I) Structured and Rule Based Methods 

Because of the fuzzy nature of human handwriting, it makes sense to adapt the well 
known fuzzy logic technique for this purpose [12]. Rather than evaluating the two 
values as in digital logic, fuzzy terms admit to degrees of membership in multiple sets 
so that fuzzy rules may have a continuous, rather than stepwise, range of truth  
of possibility. Therefore non-identical handwritten numerals, from same or  
different users, can be approximated using fuzzy logic for fast and robust handwriting 
recognition [13]. 
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II) Statistical Methods 

a) Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) 

The attractiveness of HMM for various pattern recognition tasks is mainly due to their 
clear and reliable statistical framework. Many efficient algorithms for parameter esti-
mation and model evaluation exist, which is an important prerequisite for their prac-
tical implementation for real-life applications [14]. The methods using HMM [15], are 
based on the arcs of skeleton graphs of the words to be recognized and an algorithm 
applied to the skeleton graph of a word extracts the edges in a particular order, which 
is transformed into a 10-dimensional feature vector. Each of these features represent 
information about the location of an edge relative to four reference lines, the curva-
ture and the degree of the nodes incident to the considered edge. Training of the 
HMM is done by use of the Baum-Welch algorithm, while the Viterbi algorithm is 
used for recognition [16], [17]. 

b) Neural Networks 

The methods based on Neural Networks were driven by the emergence of portable, 
pen based computers. A typical approach is to combine an artificial neural network 
(ANN), as a character classifier, with a context-driven search over segmentation and 
word recognition hypotheses [18]. 

However, handwriting recognition not only consists of the recognition itself; the 
data must undergo some preprocessing:  

(I) reduce noise;  
(II) normalization, and 
(III) segmentation.  

The last step, the segmentation phase, segments the input into single characters [19]. 
Writing discrete characters requires no segmentation; this is done by the users them-
selves [20]. 

Another way to improve recognition is to decrease the set of possible alternatives, 
such as to restrict the set to accepting only lower case letters or digits [21].  

system and their current position within its complexity. However, when striving for 
a design following the “principle of the least surprise”, we are faced with the problem 
that designers and developers rarely are able to predict exactly what the end users 
really expect (remember Steve Krug [22]: “Don’t make me think!”). 

Efficiency and User Satisfaction were derived. Task Effectiveness (TES) deter-
mines how correctly and completely the goals have been achieved in the context. 

3   Related Work 

To date only a few studies considered handwriting recognition on mobile devices and 
very few in the health care domain. 
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A very early work by Citrin et al. report very general on the usage of a pen on a flat 
surface of a LCD unit (scribing and tapping). They reported that with the maximum 
rate of 100 selections of direction per second for pen, scribing may produce strokes 
with the speed of 300 (100×3) bps. However, no more results were found [23]. 

MacKenzie showed that the recognition accuracy for a set containing upper and 
lower case letters was lower than for a set containing just lower case letters [24].  

Chittaro evaluated a system for recording data on a system during a running ambu-
lance drive, having first responders as participants. Text entry via virtual keyboard 
and handwriting recognition (MS Transcriber – Calligrapher) were also performed.  
Text entering by handwriting was considered very laborious and difficult by the users 
(Mean 3.8, Var 6.6), while entering text by use of the virtual keyboard was quite easy 
(Mean 7.2, Var 1.8). (0=Hard, 9=Easy). Furthermore, they emphasized the bad usabil-
ity of entering text by using handwriting recognition. Most words were wrongly rec-
ognized and there were enormous problems in correcting those wrongly recognized 
words [4]. 

4   Methods and Materials 

The aim of our study was to increase the performance of available handwriting recog-
nition by improving accuracy and error correction following solid usability engineer-
ing methods [25]. 

We focused on separate character recognition, since the correction of a single let-
ter, at the moment of false recognition, can be made more naturally, and efficiently, 
than attempting to correct or delete a single letter within a recognised word. 

Due to limited space, there could be some problems inputting long words. There-
fore, only one character at a time can be written and recognized. 

4.1   Experimental Device 

The device used for the prototype was an Asus MyPad A626 PDA (Personal Digital 
Assistant). This device is equipped with an anti-glare touch screen display. For typing 
on the touch screen, a stylus is used. 

The technical specifications of this device are as follows: 
CPU Marvell XScale, 312MHz; Operating System: MS Windows® Mobile™ 6; 

Memory: 256MB Flash ROM and 64 MB SDRAM; Display: 3.5" Brilliant TFT LCD, 
65k full-colours, anti-glare, 16-bit display QVGA, 240 x 320 px touch screen; 
Weight: 158g; Physical dimensions: 117 mm x 70.8 mm x 15.7cm. 

4.2   Dialog Design 

The light green area (see figure 1) within the writing sections defines the optimal size 
for handwritten lowercase characters of 80 points [26].  
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Fig. 3. Written “a” but not recognized as “a”, instead as “ir” 

These lists (characters and its weight) with its representing letter are stored. Each 
of them is called schema. During writing, the recognition result will be compared to 
the stored schemas as follows (see example in Figure 4). 

For each stored schema: 
Characters from the result list and the list of the schema are compared. If the result 

list consists of 2 or 3 characters, at least 2 have to match to the stored schemas lists 
characters. (2 of 2, 2 of 3). If there are 4 or 5 characters in the result list, at least 3 
have to match (3 of 4, 3 of 5). This means, the resulting list is validated to the list of 
the schema. If the list is valid according to the list of the schema, the average devia-
tion between these matching characters is calculated. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Example of a list comparison 

The representing letter of the schema with the lowest average deviation will be put 
in first place of the recognition result. 

4.3.3   Calibration 
The calibration is designed to collect user specific data for each letter. This data con-
tains weights, which present every character explicitly. Also, schemas of wrongly 
recognized letters (Chapter 3.3.2) are collected. The system prompts the user to input 
a letter.  

If the result list of the recognition has the prompted letter in first place, the weight 
will be stored for this letter. In the calibration phase, at least 2 weights will be stored 
for each letter. 

If not, the result list will be stored as a schema with the prompted letter as a repre-
senting letter. In the calibration phase, a maximum of 10 schemas for each letter is 
stored.  

This calibration is done once for each user. A continuous calibration is also done 
during writing in the handwriting recognition dialog, saving weights and schemas for 
correctly recognized letters (but not for deleted letters). 
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4.3.4   Other Interventions on Recognition Results 
To avoid side effects, the intervention described in Chapter 3.3.2 is only made when 
the weight of a recognized letter is less than the average weight for this letter (average 
of the weights for this letter collected by calibration). 

Other interventions are made to avoid potential. problems with highly confusable 
pairs such as “r” and “v” [21]. (I) While writing a word, only letters and punctuation 
marks are valid, recognized results. (II) Just deleted letters (with BACKSPACE) are 
not valid, recognized results for the next recognition (III) Special handling for “O” 
and “0” as first letter of a word or number. 

4.4   Experiment 

The real life environment is mostly a seat in an ambulance car (refer to figure 5). To 
avoid negative effects on ambulance responder’s work, the experiment is done in their 
recess in the ambulance service rooms, simulating the circumstances (sitting in a car) 
by doing the experiment sitting on a chair, holding the PDA in their hand, without 
laying down the elbows on e.g. an armrest. [28] shows that simulating environments 
gives almost the same results. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Participants from the ambulance service during experiments in real life 

Participants were people who work as ambulance officers (professionals, volunteers 
and former civilian service). No previous experience with mobile computers was re-
quired. They were asked to fill out a background questionnaire to obtain data about their 
age, education and use of computers. The prototype for the experiment is divided into 
two parts, one for virtual keyboard based text input, and the other for handwriting  
recognition input. Within these two parts, the users have the opportunity to become 
familiar with the input methods. After that, the user has to input a given text to the ex-
perimental dialog (for measuring the accuracy). Due to measuring the accuracy, text 
entry is done as text copy [29]. This text consists of 13 German words (94 characters 
without spaces, 106 with spaces). After the keyboard based experimental dialog, the 
calibration of the handwriting is done. Speed in wpm, words per minute [24, 30] and the 
accuracy of the handwriting recognition are measured and calculated. At the end, a 
feedback questionnaire is filled out by the user. Some questions are based on the study 
of Chittaro [4]. Every single test user conducted the procedure outlined in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6. The procedure for the experiment 

5   Results 

The participants of the experiment were professional (9) and volunteer (8) first re-
sponders of the Austrian Red Cross, one student of medicine and three others (be-
cause everyone could be a volunteer first responder, not only medical students). 10 
were experienced on a PDA or a mobile phone with touch screen, while 11 had no 
experience with touch screens. 

Their ages ranged from 20 to 85 years. Two elderly people (68 and 85 years) were 
chosen. The reason for this was, that we wanted to gain insight into the behaviour and 
performance of somebody who had never before used a QWERTY/QUERTZ key-
board or a PC in their life before. The average use of a PC was 12.3 years, using a PC 
31 hours in average per week. 11 participants used a PC ≤ 30 hours a week, while 10 
participants used a PC for more than 30 hours. One of the 21 participants was left-
handed. All participants had normal or corrected to normal eyesight and none suffered 
of any kind of colour blindness. 
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5.1   Accuracy 

Overall ≤ 30 weekly us-
age 

> 30 weekly usage 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
99.1 6.28 100 11.5 99.06 1.44 

Fig. 7. Table: Accuracy inputting text with virtual keyboard [%]; all participants, participants ≤ 
30 hours and above 

Overall ≤ 30 weekly us-
age 

> 30 weekly us-
age 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
89.25 34.3 91.43 30.20 88.00 37.34 

Fig. 8. Table: Recognition accuracy [%] of handwriting recognition; all participants, partici-
pants ≤ 30 hours and above with interventions 

Overall ≤ 30 weekly us-
age 

> 30 weekly us-
age 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
84.66 57.6 86.99 79.15 83.33 38.21 

Fig. 9. Table: Recognition accuracy [%] of handwriting recognition; all participants, partici-
pants ≤ 30 hours and above without interventions 

The participants using a PC ≤ 30 hours a week include the two elderly people.  
The 85 year old participant has an accuracy of 89.2% for inputting text with the 

virtual keyboard and a recognition accuracy of 80.1% with interventions and 65.6% 
without interventions. 

The 68 year old participant had an accuracy of 100% for inputting text with the vir-
tual keyboard and a recognition accuracy of 95% with interventions and 90.8% with-
out interventions. 

The 85 years old participant has an accuracy of 89.2% for inputting text with the 
virtual keyboard and a recognition accuracy of 80.1% with interventions and 65.6% 
without interventions. 

The 68 year old participant has an accuracy of 100% for inputting text with the vir-
tual keyboard and a recognition accuracy of 95% with interventions and 90.8% with-
out interventions. 

5.2   Speed 

Participants using a PC ≤ 30 hours a week include two elderly people. The 85 year old 
participant wrote 2.87 wpm with the keyboard and 2.82 wpm with handwriting recog-
nition. The 68 year old participant wrote 4.88 wpm with the keyboard and 4.17 wpm 
with handwriting recognition.  
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Overall ≤ 30 weekly usage > 30 weekly usage 
Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
13.17 27.7 12.88 29.46 13.43 18.29 

Fig. 10. Table: Words per minute virtual keyboard; all participants, participants ≤ 30 hours and 
above 

Overall ≤ 30 weekly usage > 30 weekly usage 
Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
8.44 4.59 8.11 5.37 8.71 1.95 

Fig. 11. Table: Words per minute handwriting recognition; all participants, participants ≤ 30 
hours and above 

5.3   User Questionnaire 

Overall Mean Var 
Keyboard 
Inputting Data (+4=easy, -4=difficult) 3.0 2.6 
Correction of wrong inputted data (+4=easy, -4=difficult) 4.0 2.8 
Handwriting 
Inputting Data (+4=easy, -4=difficult) 2.0 4.9 
Correction of wrongly input/recognized data (+4=easy, -
4=difficult) 

3.0 1.4 

Did the recognition slow down your writing (+4=no, -4=yes) 0.5 9.2 
 
I would prefer (+4=handwriting, -4=keyboard) -2.5 7.9 
Basic Information 
Use of colour is (+4=useful, -4=useless) 2.0 2.5 
The handwriting recognition positively surprised me (+4=yes, 
-4=no) 

2.5 7.1 

Characters on the PDA are easy to read (+4=yes, 4=no) 4.0 3.9 

Fig. 12. Overall results of user questionnaire 

Weekly computer usage [hours] Mean 
(<=30) 

Var 
(<=30) 

Mean 
(>30) 

Var 
(>30) 

Keyboard 
Inputting Data 3.5 1.4 3.0 3.7 
Correction of wrongly input data 4.0 1.7 3.5 4.5 
Handwriting 
Inputting Data 2.5 4.2 0.5 3.8 
Correction of wrongly in-
put/recognized data 

4.0 0.5 2.5 1.8 

Fig. 13. Results of user questionnaire for weekly usage of computer ≤ 30 hours and above 
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Did the recognition slow down your 
writing 

2.5 8.4 -0.5 8.2 

I would prefer -1.5 2.0 -2.5 4.9 
Basic Information 
Use of colour  2.0 2.5 1.5 2.6 
The handwriting recognition positively 
surprised me 

4.0 7.7 0.0 4.7 

Characters on the PDA are easy to read 4.0 4.6 4.0 3.2 

Fig. 13. (Continued) 

5.4   Timeout 

Figure 14 outlines the timeout for each user during the experiment described previ-
ously. The figure lists the optimized timeout for each of our test users. Most notably, 
the optimal timeout for the majority of our test users is between 200 and 250 millisec-
onds. The algorithm is capable of adapting the timeout to slow as well as to fast writ-
ers (e.g. user 19 is a rather slow writer whereas user 5 is the fastest one). 
 

 
Fig. 14. Timeout adaption for each user 
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6   Discussion and Lessons Learned 

Entering text with the virtual keyboard (Mean 3.0, Var 2.6) was easier for the partici-
pants than with handwriting (Mean 2.0, Var 4.9). However, compared to the study of 
[4], we could  reach an significant improvement by inputting data with handwriting. 
Interestingly, inputting data by handwriting recognition was rated easier by partici-
pants who use computers less than or equal to 30 hours a week than by participants 
with extensively more use (Mean 2.5; Var 4.2; against Mean 0.5, Var 3.8 of virtual 
keyboard). Also, the correction on the handwriting recognition dialog was rated easier 
(Mean 4.0, Var 0.5; against Mean 2.5, Var 1.8; of virtual keyboard). Participants with 
a computer usage of more than 30 hours a week preferred the virtual keyboard (Mean 
-2.5, Var 4.9) more than the other participants (Mean -1.5, Var 2.0). This could be a 
result of hardly any handwriting during work and much more typing text on classical 
keyboards (QWERTZ or QUERTY). Consequently, the two elderly participants were 
included in this study, in order to obtain data regarding participants who never used 
any computer or handheld device. The elderly participants were the only ones who 
provided a complete preference to the handwriting recognition in contrast to the vir-
tual keyboard. This is also clearly visible in the results for these participants, although 
both groups have quite comparable results in wpm for the virtual keyboard and the 
handwriting text input. 

This is an interesting result; however, it is not of practical relevance, since there are 
hardly any people left – at least amongst people able to volunteer as a first responder 
– without experience on computer keyboards. Today, from elementary school on, 
children get used to work with computers by using the QWERTZ or QUERTY key-
board.  

Nevertheless, our interventions on the basis of the results of the handwriting rec-
ognition, finally paid off in an significant improvement on the recognition accuracy 
(over all participants a better accuracy of Mean +4.39%, Var 9.54).  

These interventions can also be useful for the improvement of other handwriting 
recognition engines, due to the fact that our interventions were only made on the re-
sults of the engine, achieving better accuracy. The use of a handwriting recognition 
engine with a higher accuracy than e.g. Calligrapher, in combination with our demon-
strated interventions, may even improve the overall accuracy. Our methods on operat-
ing on the results of the handwriting recognition engine operate context independent. 
Using a dictionary to add the likelihood of upcoming characters may improve the 
accuracy in that part of the problem regarding confusable pairs, such as “r” and “v”. 
Because of typing in characters one by one, a word completion feature could be added 
to handwriting recognition too. This also would increase the writing speed. 

7   Conclusion and Future Outlook 

Although much research in the field of handwriting recognition has been done, recog-
nition algorithms still do not 100 % achieve the high prospects of the users. Handwrit-
ing is very individual to every person and identifying characters is still very hard – as 
long time ago described by [31]. This paper demonstrated operations on the result of a 
recognition engine. Replacing the engine used in this experiment (Calligrapher) with 
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a better recognition engine with higher accuracy can improve the result on accuracy 
due to the fact that accuracy is the most important parameter for the acceptance. Users 
rate an accuracy of 90% to 95% to be a very poor recognition rate. Users will accept 
only accuracies more than 97% (3 wrong recognized items out of 100 inputs). LaLo-
mia [32], [33] let users write specified text to a system, which immediately interpreted 
the input with randomly occurring errors. The randomly generated accuracy ranged 
from 90% to 99%. After reviewing the errors, the users rated the acceptability; exclu-
sively recognition accuracy over 97% was acceptable. Because of typing in characters 
one by one, a word completion feature could be added to the final implementation, 
however, in the last years, mobile devices and the usage of such devices changed 
rapidly. Nowadays, many people, especially younger people are connected to social 
networks, including Facebook, especially by using their smart phones – where today 
the user interface consists of a touch screen. Data acquisition is mostly realized with 
improved, intelligent virtual keyboards. Such intelligent keyboards e.g. with imple-
mentation of a regional error correction [34]. Often they are connected with tactile 
feedback for touch screen widgets [35] which can improve performance and usability 
of virtual keyboards on small screens. Handwriting is taught from elementary school 
on and nearly everyone learns handwriting at school. Therefore, handwriting recogni-
tion is a very important technology for input interfaces of mobile computers. Howev-
er, today, even children get used to the QWERTY layout keyboard from elementary 
school. Consequently, interface designers can assume that nearly everyone is expe-
rienced in using a QWERTY layout keyboard.  

Because of the higher user acceptance of current uncomfortable virtual keyboards 
compared to handwriting recognition, future developments and projects should focus 
on data acquisition based on intelligent, comfortable virtual keyboards. 
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